Tremist

The togetherness beer
A Belgian farmhouse ale carefully designed by Extremis.
It’s a copper blond, refreshing beer of 6.4% ABV.
What do beer and design both have in common? Well, the Extremis Hopper picnic
table was inspired by the hops fields enveloping the company premises, for one thing.
But that’s not all. The typical Extremis design method was applied on the creation of
the Tremist beer.
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Let’s raise our glasses
It was initially crafted with a view to spoiling company visitors with an exceptionally
refreshing, infinitely drinkable (for some of us at least) beer. The result reflects the same tenacious
character as Extremis’ other creations, the 6.4° beer boasts an authentic, high-quality flavour without
being too heavy. Due to the highly international nature of Extremis business operations, shelf life was
also an extremely important consideration. This is why a hoppy, blonde “Saison” style beer was chosen;
reminiscent of the pale ales that farmers traditionally brewed in less active months and stored until
seasonal workers doubled the countryside’s population during summer.
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Beer virtuoso Rudi Ghequire translated Dirk Wynants’
exacting beer wish list into an exquisite recipe that’s
perfect when served in the special glass designed
by Belgian silversmith Nedda El-Asmar. The beer
is brewed in a truly unique location: the ancient
Kazematten Brewery, ensconced within the 17th-century
fortifications that encircle the city of Ypres. In recent
years, the improved recipe has regularly been imbibed
at international trade fairs and events launching the
latest Extremis creations. Unable to resist the countless
pleas to make our beer available to all any longer,
we finally entered into a distribution partnership with
the Sint Bernardus brewery, a worldwide exporter of
Trappist beers. Thanks to them – and the great taste, of
course – the first Tremist-serving bars are popping up
in the United States, Japan and Scandinavia, and the
beer is gracing the shelves of Belgian stores, too.

Made to share...
One Tremist
bottle contains
four Tremist
glasses
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The finest aromas
and dry bitterness
transform the beer
into a sublime thirst
quencher.

Authentic, high-quality flavours
Saison Tremist has an earthy but pleasant mouthfeel, a lovely hay aroma and a dry bitterness on the finish
that transforms this beer into a sublime thirst quencher. Tremist has a mineral, salty and slightly smoked
character. It reflects a sunny day in a glass of fresh, blond beer. Slightly veiled and nicely rounded with a
creamy white foam head.
The scent immediately reveals the boisterous complexity that the beer has to offer whereby it seems as if
each of the ingredients is eager to make its mark. It is a sublime concatenation of taste sensations: a sweet
attack that is immediately absorbed by a resolute malt aroma, followed by a refreshing spiciness that in
turn turns into a balanced bitter aftertaste. Add aromas of red apple, zest of citrus fruits, smoked wood and
a hint of vanilla to complete the elaborate bouquet.

Food pairing
Thanks to the complexity of the beer,
it can form a nice contrast with all
kinds of spicy cheeses, but it can
also be a tasted companion of savory
snacks and appetizers. The beer also
perfectly complements a meal with
mussels, asparagus, stews or grilled
meat.

Good to know
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beer type: Saison
Hop types used: Cascade,
Challenger & Golding
Available in: 75 cl bottle &
20 litres keg
Alcohol volume: 6,4%
Plato Gravity Scale: 14°P
EBU (Bitterness): 38
EBC (Color): 8
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About Extremis
Extremis was founded in 1994 by Dirk Wynants.
The Extremis furniture design collection
represents products that are both necessary and
useful. These ‘Tools for Togetherness’ focus on
human interaction, intelligent problem-solving
and sustainability with the ambition to improve
lives. Extremis has its headquarters in Poperinge,
Belgium. The design furniture is very popular
in the neighbouring countries and also in the
United States and the Middle East.
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